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PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
Signs signal Revelation’s endtimes (bringing calamity, Tribulation, and world government) can be
coming soon. Only God knows the timing. We need to: (1) give warning; (2) train our people,
including our children and youth to become mature in Christ with some urgency; (3) brief our people
to what can happen that they can experience; and (4) put in some provisions to get through the
coming calamity that will place the world under the Tribulation’s world government. The endtimes
are coming because the Church is falling away from adequate obedience. Many believe wrongly
that, by the Rapture, we will miss the Tribulation. But a careful look at Bible doctrines shows clearly
the Church will go th rough the Tribulation for divine discipline and to bring the termination of
history. Thus, this newsletter is divided into two major parts: (1) one to bring warning; and (2) one
to discuss the proper doctrines and show where major interpretation mistakes are being made. This
newsletter report is meant to bring added value to the Church that we love most dearly.

WATCHMAN WARNING WITH RECOMMENDED ACTION1
(God uses watchmen to bring warning of coming discipline when His people are in major
disobedience, especially in His favored nations such as Israel and now the United States)
We are here to become Christians and then most importantly to become nature in Christ for the
sake of eternity so that we can know and relate to our perfect God toward His fullness amidst His
infinite Greatness We need especially to walk by strong faith in God to fulfill His promises.. It might
not be needed to bring warning if our Church people were obedient and were maturing their people
and doing adequate evangelism as God commands. But now they are going mainly to first-level
training if that. This is satanic strategy so that all the elect might not believe and might not
accomplish all of God’s work. The immature Church, starting with the children and youth, with
a loss of biblical intellect with a low plateau of biblical knowledge is forming. The Church and

1. WEB SITE REFERENCES: (1) The Pattern View of Prophecy, The Many Doctrines of Prophecy Show
Clearly the Rapture Will Come Post-Tribulational and the 1000 Years During Christ's Second Coming; (2)
Biblical History's Events are Designed to Lead us to Maturity in Christ and Show how the Endtimes Will
Unfold; (3) Endtimes Scenario as to How the Endtimes Will Unfold.
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world people, including the children and youth,2 are not being matured and prepared for eternity
and for going through the Tribulation. Because churches are disobedient, they must be warned
whether or not they respond to greater obedience. This is God’s way.
Signs and conditions now signal and warn more acutely that Revelation’s calamity can come
at any time this year or in the next few to many years that will bring the endtimes Tribulation
with its world government.3 The Tribulation can begin in some October. Only God knows the
timing. The calamity will come suddenly in a whirlwind without warning when most believe the
current times will continue. But it will be at a time when sin is increasing. Church leadership is now
falling away followed by the Church people which is followed by the other people. This falling away
is ever increasing. Thus, we should observe that Church leadership carries the primary
responsibility for the calamity and Tribulation coming. The Church will go through the Tribulation.
(The problem is that Church leadership do not recognize their condition.)
We will never get advanced notice of the precise timing for when the calamity will come. If

2. CHILDREN AND YOUTH; I ask many high school Christian kids from many churches 7-8 Bible questions.
They cannot answer any of them. We simply are not teaching adequate doctrine today including especially
that for how we are live the Christian life. They appear to be more concerned about human relationships.
3. SIGNS: Many signs have been with us for some time. But now they are occurring at the same time and
with more intensity. Some of these warning signs and conditions (from our report: The Pattern View of
Prophecy), especially in the favored nation of the United States, are (but not limited to): (1) the acts of
God in areas of severe weather, flooding rains, fire storms, mud slides, hurricanes, tornados,
earthquakes, tidal waves, especially droughts that effect the food supply and amount of drinking water,
etc; (2) the coming of the endtimes International government (seventh head of Revelation’s endtimes
Beast); (3) the existence of the favored nation (the characteristics of the United States match those of
Israel) and the action of Internationalists as Babylon the Great that rule over International government
needed for the Pattern Sequence; (4) great increase in immorality, particularly sodomy - same sex
marriages like in the days of Sodom and Gomorrah; (5) people calling evil good and cannot discern the
difference between the holy from the profane (churches using false tongues and the world’s loud rocktype repetitive beat music?) and churches and people doing what is right according to their own eyes
and teaching mostly pablum to reach the youth, instead of teaching in breadth with depth; (6) the falling
away of our churches from carrying out the scope and intent of the Great Commission and the increased
sin of the people especially in the favored nation; (7) the famine of God’s Word in our churches;
churches are now teaching but little of God’s Word; They no longer know sound doctrine; (8) the build
up of “the northern army” for the invasion of the favored nation (limited numbers of foreign troops are
now deployed throughout the United States, Mexico, and Canada, acting under the United Nations for
training - watch for sudden larger build up of military forces; (9) unholy reforms are being planned and
implemented in our public schools transforming our children to be ready for world government. They are
also teaching sodomy in the grammar schools; (10) the peace-peace policy without war in the Russian
Glasnost, Pre-Tribulation Rapture Theory; and a general peace condition without war; (11) great debt
in the favored nation and in the world; (12) many gods in the land of the favored nation; people hold the
favored nation more important than God; (13) people are worshiping the work of their hands, such as
products from the chip industry; (14) there are many terrorists groups now (the foreign military that have
been here for over 20 years) in the United States that could bring the plague and incurable disease; and
(15) people have forgotten the true God and no longer fear God, so they increase their disobedience.
(The gods of America include the gods of freedom, prosperity, wealth, and free enterprise.) (See
Watchman Warning, pages 30-34, for more details and the many Scripture references.)
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one waits to prepare and brief their people until one get more precise timing, that will never
come, they can be caught blind sided, untrained, and unprepared. We are particularly
concerned for the children and youth.
Take warning and prepare. Church and family leadership, mature and brief your people,
especially including your children and youth, with a sense of urgency, while you still can in
freedom. Later you will grieve over your children and youth if you do not when they are
being educated satanically by the government without your being able to do anything about
it.

We do not know when the calamity will come. It could come this year. But what
does it hurt if we are prepared, briefed, and taught prophecy now with a sense
of urgency, even ten years early. So why not do it? But if we are not prepared,
briefed, and taught prophecy and it comes without warning this year or in the
next few years?
The calamity will bring the sword, famine, and disease (the plague).The United Sates will lose her
sovereignty, being ruled by world government. The world government will make war with the
Christian church and the youth. Christians and other groups, not going along with world
government, will be incarcerated with many being martyred. Those martyred very likely will
especially include Christian leaders and pastors and also patriot leaders. The children and the
youth will be satanically educated and prepared (deceived) to live under world government in false
religious and political beliefs. Bibles will be outlawed. Real estate will be confiscated. There will be
a new economic and currency system. All people who are not producers (providers) (mostly
consumers) most likely will be eliminated. The situation will be socialism under much dicttatorship.
The endtimes are unfolding like what happened to Israel in the Old Testament. As God’s people
(now the Church) in God’s favored nation (was Israel, now the United States) fall away to increasing
sin which is happening now, God brings disciplinary judgment and a military take over of the
favored nation and the other nations by the world government - e.g. now very likely by Russia,
China, Germany, and others representing world government (e.g. The United Nations). These
countries have had military groups training in the United States, Canada, and Mexico for many
years. Islam and other religions will be warred against.
As the persecution comes and an increase in falling away occurs, Satan gains more power to bring
war against God’s people as His people fall away with the increasing persecution. As the falling
away greatly increases, Satan gains more power to bring a devastating calamity with large amounts
of the world’s population being killed. This calamity brings despot world government with the markof-the-beast system.
Satan’s goal is to transform our churches from orthodox obedience to immaturity by
influencing our churches to use mainly only first level training (no longer God’s whole
counsel and expository preaching) and questionable rock type music, and do but little
evangelism in the community, especially of the children. Of course immorality is
encouraged. This is so, as stated, that some of the elect might not believe and might not
accomplish all of God’s chosen work. Where I live, more than half of the people to whom I
share the Gospel, do not even know there is a Gospel. Are our churches doing sufficient
evangelism? Much of the churches’ problems are more in what they are not doing rather
than what they are doing. Much of the teaching is very good, but mainly at the beginning
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level. Churches are doing some evangelism as I am doing.
At the end of the Tribulation, after all people who are to live, have lived, and have made formal and
binding decisions to accept or deny the Gospel in life or by death, the court sits in heaven. It will
determine that Christ has won the spiritual warfare over Satan. All the elect did actually believe and
did actually accomplish all of God’s chosen work. It awards Christ the authority to bring the Rapture,
the resurrections, and the final judgments. The Rapture of the Church occurs and Christ makes war
with the remaining unbelievers. He casts the beast, the false prophet and Satan with his evil angles
into the Lake of Fire. He now brings the resurrections and final judgements. The Rapture occurs
at the marriage of the Lamb at Christ’s Second Coming. All persons go to their eternal places believers to the new Jerusalem and unbelievers to the Lake of Fire.
In conclusion, the Rapture of the Church comes after the Tribulation at Christ’s Second Coming.
The 1000 years can be a day or short period of time (2 Peter 6:8) that occurs during the time of
Christ’s Coming at the time when the bowls occur.

AVOID PROPHECY INTERPRETATION ERRORS4
(Train your people, especially your children and youth, and bring the Watchman Waning)
( Our churches shave over six different views as to how the endtimes will unfold.)
Most churches, having different and incomplete views of prophecy, do not appear to see the need
to warn and do not see the signs that signal the endtimes can come at any time. Thus, they
continue their church lives as if the current times will continue long term. This situation is because
our churches have different views of Bible prophecy with many believing the Church will not go
through the Tribulation. Thus, they need not be concerned about its soon coming.
Our churches do not work sufficiently to mature their people in Christ-likeness because they
do not realize that the maturity we have at death we may have forever without further
opportunity to increase it. There are indicators (such as the development environment of the
world, flesh, and the devil will not be in heaven) that signal this can be true. Can you prove
it is not? Regardless of whether or not this is true, God commands us to pursue maturity.
We have no option but to do so. But what if it is true and we do not pursue it? Can this be
a most serious eternal mistake? What is your church doing? What about mine?
However, when one studies the Bible for God’s plan over biblical history to bring responding man
to maturity in Christ for eternity purposes, it becomes clear that the Rapture will occur at Christ’s
Second Coming after the Tribulation. It becomes clear that all believers in the Cross are the Church
and single body of Christ having been called out of the Dominion of Satan into the Kingdom of God.
Christ is now reigning on David’s throne, but from heaven, not on the earth. The Cross set aside
the Jewish worship system forever and broke down the dividing wall between the Jew and Gentile.
The Church is now the sanctuary of God and is to be living sacrifices. Now all believers are one in
Christ without ethnic division. Christ is now marrying the Church and has divorced Israel as a
covenant nation as of the Cross. This means there will not be any future Jewish periods under

4. WEB SITE REFERENCES:(1) The Pattern View of Prophecy, The Many Doctrines of Prophecy Show
Clearly the Rapture Will Come Post-Tribulational and the 1000 Years During Christ's Second Coming; (2)
The Jewish Situation; (3) Insights Show That Revelation’s 1000 Years Come During Christ’s Second
Coming; (4) Summary Report: Interpretation Errors That Wrongly Help Establish the Pre-tribulation Rapture
View.
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God after the Cross and Day of Pentecost. They have no purpose. To bring them back with
physical temples and animal sacrifices would, in our view, deny the efficaciousness of the
Cross and can be an affront to God and to Christ.
However, many Bible interpreters find many of God’s promises to Israel that they believe have not
been fulfilled. So they place their fulfillment in the Tribulation and especially in Revelation’s 1000
years. Thus they believe in a Pre-Tribulation Rapture. But the Bible does not teach this placement.
The problem is solved when one sees that Israel at one time occupied all the land that God
promised and that the everlasting covenant of the land that God gave to Israel can be broken by
Israel’s disobedience. When the covenant was broken by disobedience, God placed Israel for a
period of years under divine discipline under the rule of a world government such as Babylon. After
the termination of the discipline period, God would re-offer the covenant to the land with Israel’s
repentance. (See Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28 for the rules in the sequence.) But when Israel
would not repent. God divorced the northern kingdom in her history (Jeremiah 3:8) and the
southern kingdom at the Cross when the Jewish leaders made a blood covenant with God. The
Jews said let His blood be on us and on our children. They were denying Christ as their Messiah
forever. With this divorce, the Joel prophecy was fulfilled at the Day of Pentecost signaling the
Gospel was now going to all nations, no longer only to the Jews. Christ cannot have two wives at
the same time by His own laws. Thus, He, now marrying the Church, can no longer be marred to
Israel. Thus, the covenant nation of Israel in God’s Plan is gone forever. However, Israel can be
in the land, as she is now, under Satan’s plan. Israel came back in these endtimes in almost
complete apostasy, not believing in the Christ as her Messiah. Israel most likely plays a key role
in the coming calamity to help place the nations under world government.
Another major interpretation error is making the 70th exclusive all Jewish week of Daniel 9 equal
to the endtimes Tribulation. This being true, it would cause the Tribulation to be Jewish in nature,
and it would force a Pre-Tribulation Rapture of the all-nations Church. However, when the events
of Revelation are examined, they are all-nations in characteristic and do not qualify to be the
exclusive all-Jewish week. Additionally, Christ was crucified after the 69th week in the 70th week.
The purposes of the weeks are fulfilled in the Cross. If the Cross is after the 69th week and before
the 70th week, this would place the Cross and the purposes of the weeks outside of the seventy
weeks period. This cannot be so. Thus, he seventieth week is history at the time of Christ and the
Tribulation can last much longer than seven years. And in particular, the Rapture cannot occur
before the Tribulation. (God is not one of partiality that He would have some believers escape
the Tribulation and have others experience the Tribulation.)
Another interpretation error is believing that the wrath of God that the Church will miss is in the
Tribulation and it comes after the Rapture of the Church. Thus, in this belief, the Church will miss
the Tribulation. It is true that the wrath comes after the Rapture of the Church, but it comes in the
time of Revelation’s bowls after the Rapture at Christ’s Second Coming after the Tribulation and
during the 1000 years. The Tribulation is divine discipline, not penal wrath.

IN CONCLUSION
The Bible does not teach a return of the covenant nation of Israel and her worship system
after the Cross in God’s Plan. This means that the Rapture can only come after the
Tribulation when the heavenly court awards Christ the authority after it determines that He
has won the spiritual warfare over Satan. The Church needs to be warned that she will go
through the Tribulation for her falling away in disobedience. She needs to be encouraged
to come and return to greater obedience, beginning with her leadership.
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The bottom line is to: (1) bring a watchman warning of the soon coming Tribulation
for disobedience; (2) encourage a return to obedience; and (3) mature our people,
especially including our children and youth, with a sense of urgency while we still can
in freedom. Later this freedom will be taken from us. What if we do not warn, brief,
and mature our people, including our children and youth and our spiritual maturity
in Christ is fixed forever at death? Is this not a most terrible present and eternal
mistake? What will your Church do? What will mine do? May we support each other
to gain more maturity in Christ. Check our web site for training helps particularly
under TRAINING. For best results, we should have compete obedience to God.
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